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TOWARDS   

 

All instances but one in mss use {op'}towards': C's habitual, virtually uniform form  

 

All instances in tss (tsr) but the 5 noted below use {op'}towards', but UWE instances derive from TSt: C's habitual, 

virtually uniform form [check TSt readings to see if revns]  

 

In UWE alone, 42 instances of {op'}towards' in MS  

 

In UWE alone, 37 instances of {op'}towards' in TSr  

 

in UWE, Conrad alters one {op'}toward' to {op'}towards' (648.2)  

 

In the collations of TSt vs TSr, there are no instances of {op'}towards' altered to {op'}toward': i.e., since there are 

none in the MS, all {op'}toward' in TSr are the typist's  

 

--xx  

 

--xx  

 

 

TOWARD AFTERWARD  

 

ITW, MS, .p 13-14 [no sites]  

 

On the learning that the matter 

was in hand was the sc****** 

of his way of that English 

mariner toward a certain 

Gonzales in the mountains 

he closed his good eye for a 

moment as if in meditation then 

opened it, very lively again.  

 

AF, TSr 11, .p225 

 He would walk toward them with a smiling face 

with his hands held out in a sign of submission till he was very 

near them.  

 

UWE, TSr 32, .p439  

 From time to time Mme. de S{---} 

extended a claw like hand glittering with costly rings, toward 

the paper of cakes, took up one and devoured it, displaying her 

big false teeth ghoulishly. [same in TSt: i.e., typist's form]  

 

UWE, TSr, 44, .p817  

   He turned his back on the room and walked  

toward the stairs but at the violent crash of the door behind him he looked over his shoulder 

and saw that Nikita with three others had followed him on the landing. [same in TSt: i.e., typist's form]  

 

SCp, TSr, .p9 [input, no site]  

It is possible that he may have grown at length weary of my little joke 

but he invariably received it with a smile, thus proving his consistent 

humanity toward his kind.  

 



PoM, TSu, .p78 [input, no site]  

   The professor's sister alone suffered from some 

little strain caused by the unstability of his own feelings 

toward Renouard.  
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